Abstract. Membership-insensitive group transport protocols are particularly desirable for large groups of fast-varying membership where the distributed application being served insists on collective output and survivability rather than producing a consistent record of successive group views. An overview of such a protocol, able to maintain agreed delivery order of multicast messages across the group except for scenarios that can be made arbitrarily improbable, is presented along with a proposed specification of the so-called '1C network service with ContiguityDetector' it is built upon. Key properties of the protocol are expressed through some graph-theoretic observations. LAN implementation experience and performance measurements are described to conclude that the group throughput remains high under constant group membership and, there being virtually no group reconfiguration overhead, varies gracefully in step with the number of active group members.
Fig. 1. Logical placement of a GCP instance
Logically, as Fig. 1 shows, a GCP instance at a member site is situated between the local instance of the distributed application it serves and the network service it uses. 1 We will carefully distinguish between message admission and delivery, and message multicast and reception, actions occurring across the application-to-GCP and GCP-tonetwork interfaces, respectively. With regard to the elements of the model in Fig. 1 we state the following assumptions and non-assumptions:
• application instances: generate messages at will, as determined by the (arbitrary) course of application execution; each message is destined for the whole of the group consisting of N member sites (we consider one group only), • GCP instance: multicasts messages it has admitted, receives messages as they arrive from the network and delivers them to the application instance subject to prescribed group-wide consistency constraints.
• network service: employs any best-effort multicast protocol thus constituting an asynchronous environment with arbitrary message delays and losses.
• sites: may exhibit intermittent presence i.e., undergo alternate presence and absence spells (e.g., due to outages or switching to other tasks), thus constituting a potentially fast-varying membership with non-Byzantine site faults permitted.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 the relevant consistency constraints are specified and a case is made for membership-insensitive GCPs. A suitable network service model, called 1C with ContiguityDetector, is introduced in Sec. 3 along with a few exemplary network settings. A membership-insensitive GCP is proposed in Sec. 4 and some key properties thereof stated in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 describes a LAN implementation experience with the proposed protocol and concludes with a brief discussion of its measured performance.
Consistency Constraints
The group-wide consistency constraints a GCP has to meet, Agreed Delivery Order (ADO) and Membership Control, are very different in nature, which gives rise to splitting a GCP into separate subprotocols. Although group communication need not be connection-oriented, we may use the term group connection to designate a selfcontained exchange of a set M of multicast messages. Let the member sites be numbered 1 through N and let R n and D n be the sequences of messages respectively received and delivered at site n throughout the group connection. ADO states that, regardless of the R n 's, the following holds for the D n 's:
• Atomicity: for any m∈M, m∈D n* at some site n* implies that m∈D n for all n, • Total Order: a total order '→' on M can be produced such that for any site n and
Note that neither of these statements implies the other; in conjunction they permit a distributed application to run as if supplied from a central event queue. 2 Preserving ADO clearly requires that the member sites perceive themselves as members. Given that some of them may enter an absence spell at times, one wants to confine the above ADO specification to the constant membership case. The opposite case is covered by Membership Control. Let e n,i be the i th membership change event perceived at site n and let V(e n,i ) be the membership view implied by e n,i i.e., the set of sites perceived by site n as present upon e n,i . Then the following is to hold:
• Membership Consensus: all sites n'∈V(e n,i ) perceive e n,i , • Virtual Synchrony [2] : all sites n'∈V(e n,i )∩V(e n,i+1 ) i.e., members of two consecutive membership views, deliver messages in ADO between perceiving e n,i and e n,i+1 ; Extended Virtual Synchrony [11] enables to resume Virtual Synchrony when some previously absent sites have entered another presence spell.
ADO is costly in terms of message latencies and overhead, which may behove designers to consider quasi-ADO protocols instead, where violations of ADO are possible though materialise arbitrarily rarely. Membership Control, besides the wellknown impossibility result [8] , fails in that ultimately it is to unify the perception of successive group views, which is not a universal motivation. It is for collective accountancy-oriented applications (banking, reservation systems), but not for collective output-oriented ones, especially involving large and/or variable groups, where membership sensitivity is more a burden than a benefit. We illustrate this point by an example of a generic distributed resource sharing framework. 2 Some authors [16] add another dimension by distinguishing weak and strong Total Order.
Others [9] define Validity and Integrity to ensure eventual delivery of multicast messages and prevent delivery of fake ones, respectively. The former is covered by the Eventual Receipt assumption (Sec. 4); the latter is only important for Byzantine site faults.
Suppose that the member sites are to perform successive operations on a countable reusable resource and that the throughput (total operations per second) determines the output we get. Temporary exclusive control over resource units is transferred among the sites via multicast request, allocation and release messages, the former processed at each site in the FIFO order. To prevent the so-called wait-for condition and the resulting possibility of deadlock, a site that has not been allocated enough resource units for its operation is obliged, upon expiry of a time-out, to release the collected resource units and start requesting anew. Preserving ADO of request and allocation messages is important as any inconsistency would favour a situation of two or more sites collecting resource units in parallel and ending up with expired time-outs, which would reduce the throughput we are interested in maximising. Two observations emerge from the above example:
• Violation of ADO, although worsens the performance, need not be catastrophic to the application. Ad-hoc simulation experiments performed for several realistic WAN settings typically revealed a mere 10% operation throughput drop with as much as 5% messages violating ADO, which suggests there is a need for quasi-ADO protocols given the high cost of maintaining strict ADO in large groups.
• The sites are completely uninterested in tracking current membership. In fact, some of them may get uninterested at all and enter an absence spell; subsequently they may return and when they do, they are to promptly resume (quasi-)ADO instead of triggering costly rejoin-group procedures. For the TOTEM GCP [1] , an ad-hoc simulation study shows that a single site out of 20, toggling periodically between presence and absence, causes reconfiguration overhead that halts the group connection for about 20% of the time and reduces the group throughput roughly by half for another 20%. Thus there is a need for membership-insensitive GCPs even if they are quasi-ADO rather than ADO. Note that membership insensitivity increases survivability in a non-protective or hostile environment.
Network Service Model
GCP design requires specification of the underlying multicast service. Some wellknown ADO protocols are built on top of an unreliable service [1] , [15] , reliable service [14] or reliable FIFO service [7] ; quite a few rely on causal service [2] , [6] . 4 Single-access broadcast media (e.g., Ethernet, FDDI, Token Ring, single-channel wireless TDMA) make a favourable environment since their hardware-and MAClevel broadcast and message ordering naturally define '→' as the transmission order. Some ADO protocols make explicit use of this property [10] , [12] . An appropriate service abstraction goes by the name of 1-channel (1C) service [12] and can be reformulated analogously to Total Order using the R n 's rather than D n 's:
• 1C: a total order '→' on M can be produced such that for any site n and messages m,m'∈M, (m,m'∈R n and m→m') implies that m precedes m' in R n .
1C is not a reliable multicast service: due to possible reception misses (caused by transmission losses, buffer overflow etc.), Atomicity cannot be guaranteed at the network level. Nevertheless, a realistic performance-oriented enhancement of the 1C service is possible. Let '⇒' denote contiguity in '→' i.e., m⇒m' means that m→m' and there is no m'' such that m→m'' and m''→m'. At each site an inference device called ContiguityDetector is placed that for any pair of consecutively received messages m and m' infers either m→m' or m⇒m' as specified below:
• if m⇒m' is inferred at a site then indeed m⇒m', • if m⇒m' then the inference about m and m' (m→m' or m⇒m') may vary from site to site depending on local conditions. We now discuss several realistic settings that virtually provide the above service.
Single-Access LAN
Messages arriving at a site are stored in a reception buffer whence they are fetched by the local GCP instance for processing. Slow-fetch and the resulting message overwrite can be assumed the sole factor behind reception misses; other factors (e.g., transmission errors, receiver overruns, software bugs) are marginalised over time by the advances in LAN technology. The ContiguityDetector at a site reduces to a bit set whenever an arriving message overwrites a previous one in the reception buffer, and reset after reception of any message; if the bit is found reset at the instant of message m' reception then m⇒m' is inferred, m being the latest message received. Alternatively, a timing-based ContiguityDetector infers m⇒m' if the receptions of messages m and m' are less apart in time than what is needed to transmit a message.
Bounded-Delay WAN
Upper-bounding message delays by a ∆ converts the network into a synchronous environment suitable for timed ADO multicast service [9] . Assuming that local clocks at sites run synchronously, messages are delivered in ADO based on increasing reception timestamps. By adding ∆ to the current time, a sender obtains the reception timestamp for its message, whose lifetime is limited to ∆. To avoid excessive delivery latencies, a ∆' can be used instead (∆'<∆) at the cost of some messages using up their lifetime before reaching all the member sites. The ContiguityDetector at site n analyses current network delays to site n and for a received message m' determines whether the delays have remained under ∆' since the latest message m was received. In that case, m⇒m' is inferred.
Tag Sequencer
Messages are tagged with unique identifiers and use a reliable multicast service. A copy of the tag is unicast to a special sequencer site which numbers arriving tags sequentially and multicasts them back to the group. At any site, messages whose numbered tags have been received are delivered in sequence. For security and/or privacy reasons, tags from different groups should appear indistinguishable to the sequencer; it must therefore use a broadcast rather than multicast service for numbered tags e.g., best-effort FIFO broadcast. Now multiple groups share the same tag sequence, thus when a site has filtered out other groups' tags then for two consecutive tags numbered i and j (i<j) corresponding to messages m and m', it can infer m⇒m' only if the filtered out tags' numbers are contiguous between i+1 to j−1.
Distributed Precedence Graph Protocol
We now present a survivable membership-insensitive GCP named Distributed Precedence Graph (DPG) that operates on top of the 1C service with ContiguityDetector. The network service is also assumed to fulfil Eventual Receipt [3] i.e., infinitely many message remulticasts result in infinitely many receptions at each member site. The DPG protocol exhibits quasi-ADO and Extended Virtual Synchrony in that, except for scenarios that occur arbitrarily rarely, each member site delivers continuous segments of the ADO sequence in successive presence spells.
A generic DPG instance at site n will be denoted DPG-n for short. The basic data structures at DPG-n consist of admission and ordering buffers at the application-to-DPG interface, across which messages are exchanged, as well as a multicast queue, a reception buffer and the ContiguityDetector at the DPG-to-network interface, across which PDUs are exchanged. Two PDU types are distinguished:
• 'message' PDU -contains a new message (multicast for the first time) along with a unique message tag; the tag is valid only for the message's lifetime and need not reflect any static site numbering nor message sequencing within a site, • 'report' PDU -helps construct ADO, recover lost messages, perform flow control and local clock rate synchronisation.
A local clock controls the multicast interval (for flow control), remulticast time-outs (for recovery of lost messages), as well as deadlines for message incorporation into ADO (to implicitly eliminate absent sites).
Construction of Quasi-ADO
DPG-n maintains an acyclic directed precedence graph G whose vertices map onto message tags (written symbolically X, Y, Z etc.) and arcs reflect the order '→'. X∈G implies that DPG-n has received message X or has been notified of its reception at some other site via a 'report' PDU. (X,Y)∈G means that messages X and Y have been consecutively received at some site, implying X→Y though not necessarily X⇒Y. Reception of message Z causes the inclusion into G of vertex Z and arcs (X,Z) for all X having no successor in G (while the message body is stored in an ordering buffer). Moreover, DPG-n maintains the tag (L_REC) of the latest received message and marks arc (L_REC,Z) if L_REC⇒Z is inferred at the instant of message Z reception. DPG-n includes in 'report' PDUs it issues a subgraph of G corresponding to messages not yet delivered locally. Supposing DPG-n has received graph G' in a 'report' PDU, first it computes G:=G∪G' and marks each arc that was marked in G or G'. Next, G is linearised so as to take advantage of the newly acquired knowledge of '→'. Linearisation continues as long as, for any arc (X,Y), is then removed from G.
Message Incorporation into Quasi-ADO
Two vertices of G, E_DELIV and L_DELIV, correspond to the earliest and latest deliverable messages (already incorporated into quasi-ADO). Message X becomes deliverable when the arc (L_DELIV,X) is marked; when all immediate successors of L_DELIV have been included in G for at least Deliv_Cycle seconds, they become deliverable in any static order e.g., of decreasing tags. Local delivery of E_DELIV follows when either the corresponding message body is found in the ordering buffers or Deliv_Cycle seconds have elapsed since it became deliverable (in the latter case a 'dummy' message is delivered with the understanding that all protocol instances that have the original message are currently absent).
Lost Message Recovery
DPG-n appends a list LM of lost message tags to issued 'report' PDUs as well as a list RM of messages (tags and bodies) remulticast in response to earlier received 'report' PDUs. Message X loss is detected upon: (1) reception of a 'report' PDU with graph G' containing a vertex X∉G and/or a remulticast message X not found in the ordering buffers, which cannot be stored because of overflow, or (2) reception of a 'message' PDU while the ordering buffers overflow. In case (2) , all the ordering buffers might be occupied by successors of message X. To prevent such a deadlock, message X is permitted to seize the ordering buffer occupied by any successor Y, and the latter is lost instead of message X. Accordingly, X or Y is put on LM in the next issued 'report' PDU to act as a remulticast request. If necessary, remulticast requests are repeated every Retr_Cycle seconds.
X

'Report' PDU Heartbeat
The protocol attempts to maintain a uniform 'report' PDU cycle throughout the group. To do that, upon reception of some other protocol instance's 'report' PDU, DPG-n delays the multicast of its own for Report_Cycle seconds. However, DPG-n can waive this delay if graph G' in the received 'report' PDU (say issued by DPG-n') contains an arc that would be replaced or removed in G∪G'. In that case DPG-n views the current knowledge of '→' at DPG-n' as incomplete regardless of the fact that some messages recently received by DPG-n may not have been received and accounted for at DPG-n' at the instant it issued the 'report' PDU.
Flow Control
The flow control mechanism in DPG-n is supposed to counteract ordering buffers overflow and premature removal of messages from G. Locally delivered messages concluded to have also been delivered at all currently present sites are removed from G at a limited rate depending on the current throughput bottleneck estimate, called Message_Cycle, that determines the minimum interval between successive multicasts of 'message' PDUs. Message_Cycle is contained in 'report' PDUs and incremented by a fixed amount Delta whenever an ordering buffer at DPG-n overflows; it is set to max{Message_Cycle, Message_Cycle'} upon reception of a 'report' PDU containing Message_Cycle', and decremented by Delta periodically every Fc_Cycle seconds (down to a predetermined lower bound).
Protocol Properties
Typically, a message X becomes deliverable upon marking the arc (L_DELIV,X), which means L_DELIV⇒X was inferred at some member site. The other possibility i.e., all immediate successors of L_DELIV reaching the limit of Deliv_Cycle, implies that Deliv_Cycle should be large enough to allow formation of identical successor sets at each member site. Granted that, the question is whether there is enough inter-site consistency regarding successors of L_DELIV. Observations 1 through 3 below state that G remains consistent with '→' across a succession of linearisations. Observations 4 and 5 are conjectures based on the protocol specification and simulation, yet to be proved rigorously. G + (X) and G − (X) denote the subgraphs of successors and predecessors of X in G, and lin(G) the linearised graph. 
Neither of these conditions has to do with the order of operations performed during a linearisation.
Observation 4.
On return after an absence period, a protocol instance is free to resume the local construction of quasi-ADO once it has reset the connection status.
(To minimise the risk of a message tag collision, prior reception of a number of 'report' PDUs is recommended.)
Observation 5. Given Eventual Receipt and proper DPG configuration, the D n 's remain consistent with quasi-ADO for an arbitrarily long period of time with Extended Virtual Synchrony preserved.
Implementation and Performance Measurements
We shall focus on group throughput defined as the average message delivery rate throughout a group connection. Note that the DPG protocol (in fact, any GCP) largely reduces the PDU transport potential of the underlying network since construction of (quasi-)ADO across a large group is a more demanding task than providing a FIFO point-to-point service.To investigate the group throughput, it was decided to implement the DPG protocol in an available LAN environment. DPG-n has been implemented as about 2000 lines of ANSI C code to run on a Pentium 100..333 MHz workstation under Linux (kernel version 2.0.36). Up to 17 such workstations were configured into a group interconnected by a switched 10 Mb/s Ethernet. The 1C service specification was found to hold, and the single-access LAN version of the ContiguityDetector was adopted. Report_Cycle was set so as to keep the 'report' PDU traffic within 20% of the total message traffic, while the flow control was optimised towards maximum group throughput.
The implementation uses standard UDP broadcast interface, as shown in Fig. 2 . One BSD socket is used for multicast and a separate one, configured as an asynchronous I/O port, for reception. At the top, a message generator/absorber inputs a stream of messages, thereby assuming the role of an application instance.
Fig. 2. DPG implementation layering
A few lessons (not necessarily applicable to WAN environments) have been learned regarding the DPG protocol performance in the specific LAN environment:
• Multiple reception buffers are needed instead of just one assumed for argument in Sec. 3.1 (20 in our implementation), with the ContiguityDetector inference rules appropriately redefined; the induced miss rate remains then well below 1%, and the resulting ADO violation rate is on order of one message in many thousands.
• (disregarding the apparent miss of message Z), whose delivery is however suspended until reception of a 'report' PDU with a graph G' containing vertex Z.
Fig. 3 Group throughput measurements for the DPG protocol
Measurements for a 7-site group reveal the significance of the latter option (Fig. 3) . With it, the graphs G at sites rarely exceed 30 vertices and the group throughput is practically limited only by the PCs' processing rates. For example, over 740 1000-byte messages are delivered in ADO per second, with a graceful drop under variable membership, reflecting only the diminishing contribution of the fewer sites present, and not the reconfiguration overhead typical of existing ADO protocols [1] , [6] , [14] , [15] . Switching off the Suspended Delivery option was not unlike switching off the ContiguityDetector altogether and typically resulted in reducing the group throughput to one-third of the previous value or less.
Conclusion
GCPs designed to serve collective output-oriented applications should be concerned about ADO, but much less about Membership Control. Under variable group membership, such protocols should ideally exhibit a group throughput drop that reflects only the diminishing contribution of the fewer member sites. We have proposed a membership-insensitive quasi-ADO protocol, built on top of the 1C network service complete with a conceptual inference device called ContiguityDetector, tailored to communication environments where message sequencing comes as a 'natural' feature e.g., single-access LANs, bounded-delay or tag-sequencing WANs. The proposed protocol has been implemented in a 10 Mb/s LAN environment to verify that it is able to maintain a high group throughput of messages delivered in quasi-ADO. A challenging issue is running the protocol in a larger group (50 or more sites); at the moment this is only possible via simulation.
